
Tight Packing Improves Silage 
 

New silage choppers and associated equipment have increased your ability to rapidly chop silage and fill 

silos. But are you keeping up with the need to pack well. 

  

Most silage producers make large investments in choppers and trucks to fill silos rapidly; you either own 

them or you hire custom choppers to finish the job rapidly. Rapid silo filling is desirable because it reduces 

the risk of weather delays and it harvests more of the crop at the proper growth and moisture stage. 

  

However, as the rate of filling bunker silos increases, it takes more tractor packing weight to avoid trapping 

undesirable amounts of air inside the silage pile. If bunkers are filled faster than they can be packed well, 

many desirable nutrients will be lost due to excessive respiration, heating, fermentation, and mold. 

  

So, how much tractor weight is needed? Research shows that if you multiply the number of tons of silage 

being filled per hour by 800, this will equal the total weight needed by packing vehicles to do a good job of 

packing. Let me repeat this calculation: multiply the number of tons per hour by 800 to equal the weight of 

packing vehicles needed. 

  

For example, let's say you are filling a silo at 40 tons per hour. Multiply 40 by 800 equals 32 thousand, 

which then is the pounds of packing vehicle needed. This weight might be accomplished with one bull dozer 

or two medium weight tractors. And when you pack, spread out each load so you have less than six inches of 

fresh, unpacked silage under the packing wheels. This also will help reduce air pockets. 

  

Silage is good feed. Make yours the best possible by having enough packing weight to allow you to fill silos 

rapidly. 
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